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"Around the World" is a song by the French electronic music duo Daft Punk. The song was written by the duo
and released as the second single from their debut studio album, Homework (1997). It became a major club
hit around the world and reached number one in the dance charts.
Around the World (Daft Punk song) - Wikipedia
The dancing plague (or dance epidemic) of 1518 was a case of dancing mania that occurred in Strasbourg,
Alsace, (now modern day France) in the Holy Roman Empire in July 1518. Around 400 people took to
dancing for days without rest and, over the period of about one month, some of those affected collapsed or
even died of heart attack, stroke, or exhaustion
Dancing plague of 1518 - Wikipedia
Nominees, presenters, performers, the Official Oscar Game & more! Watch "Star Wars: The Force Awakens"
TONIGHT! A Whiskey Cavalier sneak is coming after the Oscars!
ABC TV Shows, Specials & Movies - ABC.com
TED Talk Subtitles and Transcript: Unlock the mysteries and inner workings of the world through one of the
most imaginative art forms ever -- mathematics -- with Roger Antonsen, as he explains how a slight change
in perspective can reveal patterns, numbers and formulas as the gateways to empathy and understanding.
Roger Antonsen: Math is the hidden secret to understanding
Introduction Village of La Casa Del Sol is a truly unique community for adults 55+, located in a quiet area 20
minutes from Disney World in Central Florida. Our community is home to winter and year-round active adult
residents from throughout the
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